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This volume contains eleven articles which deal with different aspects of dynaoic and
differential game theory and its applications in economic modeling and decision making. All but
one of these were presented as invited papers in special sessions I organized at the 7th
Annual Conference on Economic Dynamics and Control in London, England, during the period
June 26-28, 1985. The first article, which comprises Chapter 1, provides a general introduction
to the topic of dynamic and differential game theory, discusses various noncooperative
equilibrium solution concepts, includ ing Nash, Stackelberg, and Consistent Conjectural
Variations equilibria, and a number of issues such as feedback and time-consistency. The
second chapter deals with the role of information in Nash equilibria and the role of leadership
in Stackelberg problems. A special type of a Stackelberg problem is the one in which one
dominant player (leader) acquires dynamic information involving the actions of the others
(followers), and constructs policies (so-called incentives) which enforce a certain type of
behavior on the followers; Chapter 3 deals with such a class of problems and presents some
new theoretical results on the existence of affine incentive policies. The topic of Chapter 4 is
the computation of equilibria in discounted stochastic dynamic games. Here, for problems with
finite state and decision spaces, existing algorithms are reviewed, with a comparative study of
their speeds of convergence, and a new algorithm for the computation of nonzero-sum game
equilibria is presented.
This book introduces one of the most powerful tools of modern economics to a wide audience:
those who will later construct or consume game-theoretic models. Robert Gibbons addresses
scholars in applied fields within economics who want a serious and thorough discussion of
game theory but who may have found other works overly abstract. Gibbons emphasizes the
economic applications of the theory at least as much as the pure theory itself; formal
arguments about abstract games play a minor role. The applications illustrate the process of
model building--of translating an informal description of a multi-person decision situation into a
formal game-theoretic problem to be analyzed. Also, the variety of applications shows that
similar issues arise in different areas of economics, and that the same game-theoretic tools
can be applied in each setting. In order to emphasize the broad potential scope of the theory,
conventional applications from industrial organization have been largely replaced by
applications from labor, macro, and other applied fields in economics. The book covers four
classes of games, and four corresponding notions of equilibrium: static games of complete
information and Nash equilibrium, dynamic games of complete information and subgameperfect Nash equilibrium, static games of incomplete information and Bayesian Nash
equilibrium, and dynamic games of incomplete information and perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
Game theory has become increasingly popular among undergraduate aswell as business
school students. This text is the first to provideboth a complete theoretical treatment of the
subject and a variety ofreal-world applications, primarily in economics, but also in
business,political science, and the law. Game theory has become increasingly popular among
undergraduate as well as business school students. This text is the first to provide both a
complete theoretical treatment of the subject and a variety of real-world applications, primarily
in economics, but also in business, political science, and the law. Strategies and Games grew
out of Prajit Dutta's experience teaching a course in game theory over the last six years at
Columbia University.The book is divided into three parts: Strategic Form Games and Their
Applications, Extensive Form Games and Their Applications, and Asymmetric Information
Games and Their Applications. The theoretical topics include dominance solutions, Nash
equilibrium, backward induction, subgame perfect equilibrium, repeated games, dynamic
games, Bayes-Nash equilibrium, mechanism design, auction theory, and signaling. An
appendix presents a thorough discussion of single-agent decision theory, as well as the
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optimization and probability theory required for the course.Every chapter that introduces a new
theoretical concept opens with examples and ends with a case study. Case studies include
Global Warming and the Internet, Poison Pills, Treasury Bill Auctions, and Final Jeopardy.
Each part of the book also contains several chapter-length applications including Bankruptcy
Law, the NASDAQ market, OPEC, and the Commons problem. This is also the first text to
provide a detailed analysis of dynamic strategic interaction.
Evolutionary game theory is one of the most active and rapidly growing areas of research in
economics. Unlike traditional game theory models, which assume that all players are fully
rational and have complete knowledge of details of the game, evolutionary models assume
that people choose their strategies through a trial-and-error learning process in which they
gradually discover that some strategies work better than others. In games that are repeated
many times, low-payoff strategies tend to be weeded out, and an equilibrium may
emerge.Larry Samuelson has been one of the main contributors to the evolutionary game
theory literature. In Evolutionary Games and Equilibrium Selection, he examines the interplay
between evolutionary game theory and the equilibrium selection problem in noncooperative
games. After providing an overview of the basic issues of game theory and a presentation of
the basic models, the book addresses evolutionary stability, the dynamics of sample paths, the
ultimatum game, drift, noise, backward and forward induction, and strict Nash equilibria.
In the last twenty-five years, game theory has been applied to a growing number of practical
problems: from antitrust analysis to monetary policy; from the design of auction institutions to
the structuring of incentives within firms; from patent races to dispute resolution. The purpose
of Game Theory and Business Applications is to expand these applications of game theory into
a broad and meaningful view of the way business decisions can be modelled and analyzed.
The chapter contents embrace a wide variety of business functions - from accounting to
finance, to operations, to strategy, and to organizational design. In addition, specific application
areas include numerous kinds of market competition, bargaining, auctions and competitive
bidding. All of these applications involve competitive decision settings, specifically situations
where a number of economic agents in pursuit of their respective self-interests take actions
that together affect all of their fortunes. In the language of game theory, players take actions
consistent with the given `rules of the game,' and these joint actions determine final outcomes
and payoffs. As this volume demonstrates, game theory provides a compelling guide for
business strategy. The first section of this volume discusses game-theoretic applications in
four functional areas of business: finance, accounting, operations management and
information systems, and organization design. The second section considers competitive
strategies in `imperfect' markets. Using cooperative and non-cooperative game-theoretic
approaches, these four chapters consider various topics: spatial competition, signaling of
product quality, trust and cooperation in ongoing relationships, strategic behavior in bargaining,
and the `balance of power' between the firm and its buyers and suppliers. The last section of
the book deals in detail with auctions and competitive bidding institutions. The emphasis is on
the contributions of game theory to both auction theory and practice. Topics considered include
optimal auctions, bidder collusion, and the design of institutions for selling the radio spectrum
and trading electrical power.
A comprehensive, self-contained survey of the theory and applications of differential games,
one of the most commonly used tools for modelling and analysing economics and
management problems which are characterised by both multiperiod and strategic decision
making. Although no prior knowledge of game theory is required, a basic knowledge of linear
algebra, ordinary differential equations, mathematical programming and probability theory is
necessary. Part One presents the theory of differential games, starting with the basic concepts
of game theory and going on to cover control theoretic models, Markovian equilibria with
simultaneous play, differential games with hierarchical play, trigger strategy equilibria,
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differential games with special structures, and stochastic differential games. Part Two offers
applications to capital accumulation games, industrial organization and oligopoly games,
marketing, resources and environmental economics.
Games for Business and EconomicsJohn Wiley & Sons Incorporated
Useful Tools to Help Solve Decision Making Problems Applied Game Theory and Strategic
Behavior demonstrates the use of various game theory techniques to address practical
business, economic, legal, and public policy issues. It also illustrates the benefits of employing
strategic thinking that incorporates the uncertainty surrounding the behavior of other parties.
Real-world applications of game theory Exploring a variety of games, the book outlines the
process of modeling game theory questions while thinking strategically. It introduces core
concepts through simple examples and case studies taken from the authors’ consulting work
in the automotive, beer, wine, and spirits industries as well as in debates over government
regulation. The authors include newly developed software applications that can construct and
solve game theory models and present strategic options in clear, visual diagrams. Out of the
box and into the business world Striking the right balance between necessary mathematics
and practical applications, this book shows how game theory can be used in real life, not just in
mathematical models. It helps readers improve their strategic thinking, define games based on
actual situations, model games with payoffs and probabilities, and make strategically sound
decisions.

This is the classic work upon which modern-day game theory is based. What
began as a modest proposal that a mathematician and an economist write a
short paper together blossomed, when Princeton University Press published
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior. In it, John von Neumann and Oskar
Morgenstern conceived a groundbreaking mathematical theory of economic and
social organization, based on a theory of games of strategy. Not only would this
revolutionize economics, but the entirely new field of scientific inquiry it
yielded--game theory--has since been widely used to analyze a host of real-world
phenomena from arms races to optimal policy choices of presidential candidates,
from vaccination policy to major league baseball salary negotiations. And it is
today established throughout both the social sciences and a wide range of other
sciences.
Game theory explores situations in which agents interact strategically and
provides a useful foundation for studying many traditional industrial organization
topics. This approach has also enabled the emergence of new areas of enquiry
including law and economics, networks, the digital economy, auctions,
experimental game theory and many others.This second volume of the
Handbook includes original contributions by experts in the field. It provides up-todate surveys of the most relevant applications of game theory to industrial
organization. The book covers both classical and industrial organization topics
such as mergers in markets with homogeneous and differentiated goods,
leniency and coordinated effects in cartels and mergers, static and dynamic
contests, consumer search and product safety, strategic delegation, platforms
and network effects, auctions, environmental and resource economics,
intellectual property, healthcare, corruption, experimental industrial organization,
and empirical models of research and development.Authoritative and engaging,
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this unique Handbook will be an indispensable resource for all serious
academics, researchers and students of industrial economics and game theory.
This book examines why game theory has become such a popular tool of
analysis. It investigates the deficiencies in this methodology and goes on to
consider whether its popularity will fade or remain an important tool for
economists. The book provides the reader with some basic concepts from
noncooperative theory, and then goes on to explore the strengths, weaknesses,
and future of the theory as a tool of economic modelling and analysis. All those
interested in the applications of game theory to economics, from undergraduates
to academics will find this study of particular value.
This textbook presents the basics of game theory both on an undergraduate level
and on a more advanced mathematical level. It is the second, revised version of
the successful 2008 edition. The book covers most topics of interest in game
theory, including cooperative game theory. Part I presents introductions to all
these topics on a basic yet formally precise level. It includes chapters on
repeated games, social choice theory, and selected topics such as bargaining
theory, exchange economies, and matching. Part II goes deeper into
noncooperative theory and treats the theory of zerosum games, refinements of
Nash equilibrium in strategic as well as extensive form games, and evolutionary
games. Part III covers basic concepts in the theory of transferable utility games,
such as core and balancedness, Shapley value and variations, and nucleolus.
Some mathematical tools on duality and convexity are collected in Part IV. Every
chapter in the book contains a problem section. Hints, answers and solutions are
included.
A business professor at Duke University shows professionals how to become
empowered "game-changers" that use circumstances to their best advantage
through applying six different techniques to solve a variety of strategic
challenges.
From EverQuest to World of Warcraft, online games have evolved from the
exclusive domain of computer geeks into an extraordinarily lucrative staple of the
entertainment industry. People of all ages and from all walks of life now spend
thousands of hours—and dollars—partaking in this popular new brand of escapism.
But the line between fantasy and reality is starting to blur. Players have created
virtual societies with governments and economies of their own whose currencies
now trade against the dollar on eBay at rates higher than the yen. And the
players who inhabit these synthetic worlds are starting to spend more time online
than at their day jobs. In Synthetic Worlds, Edward Castronova offers the first
comprehensive look at the online game industry, exploring its implications for
business and culture alike. He starts with the players, giving us a revealing look
into the everyday lives of the gamers—outlining what they do in their synthetic
worlds and why. He then describes the economies inside these worlds to show
how they might dramatically affect real world financial systems, from potential
disruptions of markets to new business horizons. Ultimately, he explores the longPage 4/10
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term social consequences of online games: If players can inhabit worlds that are
more alluring and gratifying than reality, then how can the real world ever
compete? Will a day ever come when we spend more time in these synthetic
worlds than in our own? Or even more startling, will a day ever come when such
questions no longer sound alarmist but instead seem obsolete? With more than
ten million active players worldwide—and with Microsoft and Sony pouring
hundreds of millions of dollars into video game development—online games have
become too big to ignore. Synthetic Worlds spearheads our efforts to come to
terms with this virtual reality and its concrete effects. “Illuminating. . . .
Castronova’s analysis of the economics of fun is intriguing. Virtual-world
economies are designed to make the resulting game interesting and enjoyable
for their inhabitants. Many games follow a rags-to-riches storyline, for example.
But how can all the players end up in the top 10%? Simple: the upwardly mobile
human players need only be a subset of the world's population. An underclass of
computer-controlled 'bot' citizens, meanwhile, stays poor forever. Mr. Castronova
explains all this with clarity, wit, and a merciful lack of academic jargon.”—The
Economist “Synthetic Worlds is a surprisingly profound book about the social,
political, and economic issues arising from the emergence of vast multiplayer
games on the Internet. What Castronova has realized is that these games, where
players contribute considerable labor in exchange for things they value, are not
merely like real economies, they are real economies, displaying inflation, fraud,
Chinese sweatshops, and some surprising in-game innovations.”—Tim Harford,
Chronicle of Higher Education
Dynamic game theory serves the purpose of including strategic interaction in
decision making and is therefore often applied to economic problems. This book
presents the state-of-the-art and directions for future research in dynamic game
theory related to economics. It was initiated by contributors to the 12th Viennese
Workshop on Optimal Control, Dynamic Games and Nonlinear Dynamics and
combines a selection of papers from the workshop with invited papers of high
quality.
From a pioneer in experimental economics, an expanded and updated edition of
a textbook that brings economic experiments into the classroom Economics is
rapidly becoming a more experimental science, and the best way to convey
insights from this research is to engage students in classroom simulations that
motivate subsequent discussions and reading. In this expanded and updated
second edition of Markets, Games, and Strategic Behavior, Charles Holt, one of
the leaders in experimental economics, provides an unparalleled introduction to
the study of economic behavior, organized around risky decisions, games of
strategy, and economic markets that can be simulated in class. Each chapter is
based on a key experiment, presented with accessible examples and just enough
theory. Featuring innovative applications from the lab and the field, the book
introduces new research on a wide range of topics. Core chapters provide an
introduction to the experimental analysis of markets and strategic decisions made
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in the shadow of risk or conflict. Instructors can then pick and choose among
topics focused on bargaining, game theory, social preferences, industrial
organization, public choice and voting, asset market bubbles, and auctions.
Based on decades of teaching experience, this is the perfect book for any
undergraduate course in experimental economics or behavioral game theory.
New material on topics such as matching, belief elicitation, repeated games,
prospect theory, probabilistic choice, macro experiments, and statistical analysis
Participatory experiments that connect behavioral theory and laboratory research
Largely self-contained chapters that can each be covered in a single class
Guidance for instructors on setting up classroom experiments, with either handrun procedures or free online software End-of-chapter problems, including some
conceptual-design questions, with hints or partial solutions provided
For this book, the authors have selected the best games from the "Games
Trainers Play" series and adapted them for any business professional. There are
75 games and activities to choose from, each designed to be fast and fun and to
stimulate discussion.
This book focuses on the latest advances in nonlinear dynamic modeling in
economics and finance, mainly—but not solely—based on the description of
strategic interaction by using concepts and methods from dynamic and
evolutionary game theory. The respective chapters cover a range of theoretical
issues and examples concerning how the qualitative theory of dynamical systems
is used to analyze the local and global bifurcations that characterize complex
behaviors observed in social systems where heterogeneous and boundedly
rational economic agents interact. Nonlinear dynamical systems, represented by
difference and differential and functional equations, are extensively used to
simulate the behavior of time-evolving economic systems, also in the presence of
time lags, discontinuities, and hysteresis phenomena. In addition, some
theoretical issues and particular applications are discussed, as well. The
contributions gathered here offer an up-to-date review of the latest research in
this rapidly developing research area.
This second edition of a successful textbook builds on the solid grounding of the
previous edition and its introduction of the key pillars of game theory into
managerial decision-making. Taking an international perspective, the book
reflects cutting edge developments in economics such as behavioural economics
and auction theory and shows how these can be applied in the workplace.
"Social interaction is essential to human life. How do people choose what to do
when they encounter one another? And how do organizations, firms or countries
interact? Game Theory is a modeling tool designed to represent and analyze
such strategic interaction. The first part of this book is devoted to introducing the
basic building blocks of game theory. The parties to the interaction are called
players, the courses of actions available to them are their strategies, and the
payoffs of each player from the various profiles of strategies (of all players)
represent the way each player ranks the possible outcomes of the interaction
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from her own individual point of view"-Today, consumers of video games spend over $22.4 billion each year; using
more complex and multi-layered strategies, game developers attempt to extend
the profitability of their products from a simple one-time sale, to continuous
engagement with the consumer. The Evolution and Social Impact of Video Game
Economics examines paradigmatic changes in the economic structure of the
video game industry from a media effects and game design perspective. This
book explores how game developers have changed how they engage players in
order to facilitate continuous financial transactions. Contributors look from the
advent of microtransactions and downloadable content (DLCs) to the impact of
planned obsolescence, impulse buying, and emotional control. This collection
takes a broad view of the game dynamics and market forces that drive the video
game industry, and features international contributors from Asia, Europe, and
Australia.
Steven J. Brams is one of the leading game theorists of his generation. This new
edition includes brand new material on topics such as fallback bargaining and
principles of rational negotiation.
"This book explores game theory and its deep impact in developmental
economics, specifically the manner in which it provides a way of formalizing
institutions"--Provided by publisher.
This textbook presents worked-out exercises on game theory with detailed stepby-step explanations. While most textbooks on game theory focus on theoretical
results, this book focuses on providing practical examples in which students can
learn to systematically apply theoretical solution concepts to different fields of
economics and business. The text initially presents games that are required in
most courses at the undergraduate level and gradually advances to more
challenging games appropriate for graduate level courses. The first six chapters
cover complete-information games, separately analyzing simultaneous-move and
sequential-move games, with applications in industrial economics, law, and
regulation. Subsequent chapters dedicate special attention to incomplete
information games, such as signaling games, cheap talk games, and equilibrium
refinements, emphasizing common steps and including graphical illustrations to
focus students’ attention on the most relevant payoff comparisons at each point
of the analysis. In addition, exercises are ranked according to their difficulty, with
a letter (A-C) next to the exercise number. This allows students to pace their
studies and instructors to structure their classes accordingly. By providing
detailed worked-out examples, this text gives students at various levels the tools
they need to apply the tenets of game theory in many fields of business and
economics. The second edition of the text has been revised to provide additional
exercises at the introductory and intermediate level, expanding the scope of the
book to be appropriate for upper undergraduate students looking to improve their
understanding of the subject. The second edition also includes a new chapter
devoted entirely to cheap talk games. Revised to appeal to a larger audience of
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instructors and students, this text is appropriate for introductory-to-intermediate
courses in game theory at the upper undergraduate and graduate levels.
This textbook presents worked-out exercises on game theory with detailed step-by-step
explanations. While most textbooks on game theory focus on theoretical results, this book
focuses on providing practical examples in which students can learn to systematically apply
theoretical solution concepts to different fields of economics and business. The text initially
presents games that are required in most courses at the undergraduate level and gradually
advances to more challenging games appropriate for masters level courses. The first six
chapters cover complete-information games, separately analyzing simultaneous-move and
sequential-move games, with applications in industrial economics, law, and regulation.
Subsequent chapters dedicate special attention to incomplete information games, such as
signaling games, cheap talk games, and equilibrium refinements, emphasizing common steps
and including graphical illustrations to focus students’ attention on the most relevant payoff
comparisons at each point of the analysis. In addition, exercises are ranked according to their
difficulty, with a letter (A-C) next to the exercise number. This allows students to pace their
studies and instructors to structure their classes accordingly. By providing detailed worked-out
examples, this text gives students at various levels the tools they need to apply the tenets of
game theory in many fields of business and economics. This text is appropriate for introductoryto-intermediate courses in game theory at the upper undergraduate and master’s level.
Designed for the serious reader, this book teaches strategy through the use of game theory.
The focus is on setting up and solving games, especially those that arise in economics and
business. Develops modeling skills as well as the ability to implement a certain format, the
form of the game, by using proven applications and examples of setups. Contains an
analogous framework of necessary condition (equilibrium) and sufficient conditions such as
undominated strategies, symmetry and subgame perfection to motivate solutions. Features a
variety of examples ranging from the Bible to Wall Street.
Whether you're a veteran in the business game or have just sat down to play, this book will
teach you the importance of rules and how to use them to your advantage. Here you can learn
the basic strategies for being competitive in a variety of situations, from the blackjack table to
the boardroom table. Pull up a chair and prepare to solve gaming problems as they relate to
the business and economic environments today.
This textbook connects three vibrant areas at the interface between economics and computer
science: algorithmic game theory, computational social choice, and fair division. It thus offers
an interdisciplinary treatment of collective decision making from an economic and
computational perspective. Part I introduces to algorithmic game theory, focusing on both
noncooperative and cooperative game theory. Part II introduces to computational social
choice, focusing on both preference aggregation (voting) and judgment aggregation. Part III
introduces to fair division, focusing on the division of both a single divisible resource ("cakecutting") and multiple indivisible and unshareable resources ("multiagent resource allocation").
In all these parts, much weight is given to the algorithmic and complexity-theoretic aspects of
problems arising in these areas, and the interconnections between the three parts are of
central interest.
A wealth of research in recent decades has seen the economic approach to human behavior
extended over many areas previously considered to belong to sociology, political science, law,
and other fields. Research has also shown that economics can provide insight into many
aspects of sports, including soccer. Beautiful Game Theory is the first book that uses soccer to
test economic theories and document novel human behavior. In this brilliant and entertaining
book, Ignacio Palacios-Huerta illuminates economics through the world's most popular sport.
He offers unique and often startling insights into game theory and microeconomics, covering
topics such as mixed strategies, discrimination, incentives, and human preferences. He also
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looks at finance, experimental economics, behavioral economics, and neuroeconomics. Soccer
provides rich data sets and environments that shed light on universal economic principles in
interesting and useful ways. Essential reading for students, researchers, and sports
enthusiasts, Beautiful Game Theory is the first book to show what soccer can do for
economics.
Business Games for Management and Economics: Learning by Playing presents board and
video business games which combine teamwork with individual decisions based on computer
models. Business games support integration of learning experience for different levels of
education and between different disciplines: economics, management, technological,
environmental and social studies. The work is based on experience in adaptation, design and
conducting of field, and board and video games played in college settings within standard
schedules. Most of the games are played in Modeling and Simulation, Microeconomics,
Logistics and Supply Chain Management courses. Game boards are 2- or 3-dimensional
displays of subsystems, their components and phases of technological and business
processes, which allow customization of games of the same type for different missions in
schools, universities, and corporate training centers. The range of games applied to economics
and management classes spreads from 2-person games for kid's “Aquarium” up to the
REACTOR games for several teams of executives.
"This book arises from the need to analyse, in detail, the various economic aspects that the
Olympic Games mean for host cities. Since 1984 increasingly more cities in the world have
announced their interest in staging the Olympic Games, making it a festival with significant
economic dimensions. What followed have been economic triumphs and tragedies, glories and
fiascos - all are included in the 36 years of Olympic history reviewed in this book." - foreword.
Most of the graduate programs and journal articles in economics, business and finance use
high level mathematical techniques and tools. This book will be appropriate to meet graduate
mathematical requirements and help to prepare students to read and understand the content. It
can help to formulate a strong foundation for their graduate studies in these subjects.
Game theory is the study of strategic behavior in situations in which the decision makers are
aware of the interdependence of their actions. This innovative textbook introduces students to
the most basic principles of game theory - move and countermove - with an emphasis on realworld business and economic applications. Students with a background in principles of
economics and business mathematics can readily understand most of the
material.Demonstration problems in each chapter are designed to enhance the student's
understanding of the concepts presented in the text. Many chapters include non-technical
applications designed to further the student's intuitive understanding of strategic behavior.
Case studies help underscore the usefulness of game theory for analyzing real-world
situations. Each chapter concludes with a review and questions and exercises. An online
Instructor's Manual with test bank is available to professors who adopt the text.
The Economics of Online Gaming covers basic economic concepts, unique economic issues,
and general economic themes. This book is made from the connections that the author saw
when he compared his experience inside a video game with what he learned through a formal
study of economic theory. Set in the Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game
(MMORPG) of Eternal Lands, it follows the true story of Mr. Mind, a gamer who builds a
business inside the game world that he calls RICH. This business grows from a small start-up
to an unregulated natural monopoly that abuses its market power by intentionally losing money
to drive competitors out of business. RICH becomes so influential that it breaks the market
process with a unique case of regulatory capture. Through this story, the book demonstrates
how economic thinking is absorbed by experimenting inside an online video game. The
Economics of Online Gaming covers basic economic concepts, unique economic issues, and
general economic themes. Each of these topics begins with the context of a story and
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continues with an explanation of the economic theory behind it, finishing with a relevant realworld connection. It supports economic theory in an emotional way that cannot be shared
through math or charts or graphs. Appendix B provides a comprehensive outline of ideas for
teaching and discussion in each chapter.
Managers are continually called on to make strategic decisions based on how someone else
will act, and react, and this is exactly what game theory was invented to analyze. With the
publication of John McMillan's 'Games, Strategies, and Managers, ' managers can now unlock
the power of this bold way of thinking. The book strips away distracting details and provides
insights into what is really going on in every negotiation and strategic decision.
Because they are analytical rather than descriptive, the case studies are not typical teaching
cases. The cases are paired with customized game-theoretic models that cover a wide range
of commitment decisions, from short-run commitments such as price to longer-run
commitments such as capacity expansion and reduction, product and process innovation, and
battles for market share. A variety of quantitative and qualitative techniques are used to test
the models' predictions on case data.
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